Throne Maker
Introduction
t is a time of flux; old orders are falling, new
ones rise to take their place. But always the
people have a say in the course that history
charts. On the borders of the Known World, wouldbe kings and queens set their agents to work trying to form the sparsely settled
wilderlands beyond the established borders into new kingdoms in their own right.
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hrone Maker’s players take the part of budding nobles competing to build their
kingdoms and gain the favour of the Throne Makers - those who speak for
the people of the lands they seek to rule. Meet their terms and you will be
rewarded. Fail to do so and your kingdom may sink without trace, lost in the wake
of history’s fickle passage.
ach Turn players will try to build a profitable territory to add to their
lands. They determine which Throne Makers have influence in that turn.
They each then roll dice to establish what types of terrain are in the
territory available to them, and what types they can claim. Finally they must skilfully
arrange the dice to form a network which they then score according to the desires of
the Throne Makers who have the peoples’ ear that round.
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Objective
To be the player who scores the highest point total over a series of 6 rounds. This is
done by skilfully arranging the dice you roll to maximise the score you get each round.
Landmark locations allow you to influence the dice rolled and so the terrain available
for you to build with each turn.

Contents
3 Throne Maker Dice (Red)

1 First Player Token

1 Terrain Die (Black)

8 Landmark Tokens

8 Location Dice (Green)

A score board and player markers

10 Terrain tokens

Set up
Set all the components on the playing surface, shuffle the Landmark tokens and
place them to one side in a stack face down.
Use any method you deem appropriate and within Health and Safety guidelines
to select a First Player. Equip that person with the First Player Token.
Before the first turn the player to the right of the First Player rolls the three
Throne Maker dice. Any duplicates should be re rolled until three different
groups are shown. In subsequent turns the First Player throws the Throne
Maker dice as the last action of the previous round.
He then throws the 8 green Location dice and selects two which he gives to the
First player, who keeps the rolls

Turn sequencesequenceThe basic turn sequence is made up of four stages...
1.
2.
3.
4.

Roll
Modify the Results
Position the Terrain
Scoring

Roll -Beginning with the First Player, each player...
1. Throws the black Terrain die and places it to one side for reference.
2. Sets aside the two green Location dice passed to him by the previous
player,
3. Rolls the remaining six green Location dice

Modify the results - Players may then, if they have any, use their Landmark
tokens to modify the results of the green Location dice rolled.
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Position the terrain - Now the player must arrange the green Location dice on
the playing surface to gain the maximum score they can:
1. First isolate all the Location dice that match the black Terrain die. These
are called Matched Location dice, the remainder being Unmatched
Location dice. In the event no Matched Location dice are on the table,
that player’s turn ends with no score.
2. Next the Matched Location dice should be arranged next to each other in
such a way that they touch faces. This forms a spine that the Unmatched
Terrain dice will be connected to. None of these dice should be isolated.
See example 1
3. The remaining Unmatched Location Dice should now be considered and
attached to the spine using the same basic rules of positioning (face to
face NOT corner to corner).
The following additional restrictions also apply:
1. No Sea die can be Adjacent to a Mountain die; there must be at least one
side space between them. See example 2
2. No City Die can be within 2 side spaces of any other City OR 1 side space of
a Landmark die. See example 3
3. All Unmatched Location dice attached to the spine must attach directly,
they cannot be attached via another Unmatched Location die; i.e. they
must directly touch at least one Matched Terrain die - see example 4.
4. No Landmark die can be within 1 side space of another Landmark die
5. If an Unmatched Location dice cannot be joined to the original structure
then it cannot be scored, and should temporarily be set aside until the
player has completed his turn.
6. The first Landmark dice attached to the spine allows the player to draw a
Landmark token from the stock pile if any remain. A player may draw a
second in a round if they attach 3 or more Landmark dice to the spine in
that round. Landmarks can be used from the player’s next turn, and are
returned to the stock pile after they have been used.

Scoring
Finally the dice structure is scored.
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Only dice in the dice structure should be scored. Some Throne Makers such as
Miners and Fishermen score Matched Terrain dice in the spine. In the case of
other Throne Makers the dice in the spine are not scored, the unmatched dice
attached to the spine are instead – see example 6.
1. Each City adjacent to a Matched Location Dice scores 3 points
2. Use the relevant scoring for the three Throne Makers to determine the
remaining scores
Finally the player selects from all the green Terrain dice rolled, used or unused,
and passes them to the player on his left, who then begins his turn.

End of the round
The final player of the round passes his two dice to the person who will be the
NEXT first player
The current First Player rolls the three Throne Maker dice and ensures they
show different faces to one another, then passes the First Player Token to the
person on his left. The round is now ended and the next one can begin.

End of the game
At the end of the sixth round the game is over and the final scores totalled. The
winner is the player who scored the highest overall score.

Variants:
1. High Rollers: For a higher scoring game that players may find easier to
access when first playing the game, include the black Terrain die as part of
the spine, scoring it as a normal Green Landscape die

2. Land of Plenty: After using a Landmark tile it is discarded. Place discarded
tiles at the side of the draw stack and when this is exhausted reshuffle the
discard pile and use it to form a new draw stack.
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Terrain Types
Mountain

Forest

Meadow

Pasture

Canyon

Sea

Desert

Landmark

City

Landmarks
Landmarks
Tower: reroll any one green Location die.
Tavern: set any one green Location die to the
current terrain on the black Terrain die. Use a
Terrain token to do this if needed
Farm: set any one green Location die to the
terrain of your choice (NOT including
Landmarks or Cities) from the Terrain types
on its’ faces.
Paddock: acts as an ADDITIONAL Pasture die,
effectively a ninth Location dice with a fixed
terrain. It can act as part of a spine along with
rolled dice but cannot be a spine on its own.
It counts as a die for scoring.
Oasis: acts as an ADDITIONAL Desert die,
effectively a ninth Location dice with a fixed
terrain). It can act as part of a spine along
with rolled dice but cannot be a spine on its
own. It counts as a die for scoring.
Port: convert any one Sea die to the current
terrain on the black Terrain die. Use a Terrain
token to do this if needed

Throne Maker Scoring Rules
Miner: +3 for every Matched Terrain die
connected to a Mountain die – see example 5
Templar: +3 for Having 3+ Matched dice in
the spine.
Trader: +3 for every City or Landmark die
connected to the spine in excess of 1 die;
(2=3, 3=6, 4=9 etc)
Fisherman: +3 for every Matched Terrain die
connected to a Sea die – see example 5
Craftsman: +2 for every Matched Terrain die
connected to a City die
Wiseman: +3 for each group of 3 DIFFERENT
Terrain types connected to the spine (This
does NOT include Matched Terrain dice
forming the spine, Cities or Landmarks) each
die can only be counted once
Farmer: +2for every Pasture die connected
to the spine
Nomad: +2 for every Desert die connected to
the spine
Hunter: +2 for every Forest die connected to
the spine
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Examples Sheet
Example 1: Spine arrangements

All of these are permitted arrangements

This arrangement would not be permitted, as the rightmost die is not touching
the face of any of the others

Example 2: positioning of Sea and Mountain dice
X

✔

✔
✔

X

✔

✔

This Sea die can go in any of the tick marked spaces because they are at least
one side space away from the Mountain die.
Example 3: Positioning of City and Landmark Dice
X

x

✔
✔

X

x

✔

This second City die can go in any of the tick marked spaces because they are at
least two side spaces away from the attached City die.
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Example 3: Positioning of City and Landmark Dice (Cont’d)

X

✔

x

X

✔

x

This Landmark die can go in either of the ticked locations as it is at least one
space from either the City die or the other Landmark die
Example 4: Attaching Unmatched Location dice to the spine
In this example the Canyon and Landmark dice are legally
placed as they directly join onto the spine of Forest dice.
The meadow dice however is not legally placed as it does
not directly touch the spine. It could be placed on either
end or anywhere along the opposite side.

Example 5: Scoring Miners, Fishermen and Craftsmen
These Throne Makers all score using the same principles, just applying them to
different Terrain types
In this layout the player only scores 3 points
as the central spine die is touching two
Mountain dice, but it is the Matched Terrain
die earning the points for the Miner

With this layout however the player scores 6
points as two of the spine dice are in contact
with the City die earning two lots of 3 points for
the Craftsman.
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Example 6: Scoring Throne Makers

This example is scored as follows:
• 3 points for the Miner, 2 points for the Nomad and a Landmark token for
the Landmark die.
• The Hunter scores nothing as the Forest IS the spine of Matched Terrain
dice and the Hunter scores for Forest attached TO a spine of a different
terrain type.
• The Meadow and Sea dice score nothing in this example, but if one of the
Throne Makers was the Wiseman they would be a group of 3 different
Terrain types and so earn 3 points.
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